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Staff Matters
1.

We were joined at the start of this term by Sue Bradshaw as HOD Languages B and Simon Ramsay as
HOD Science. Mark Bradshaw took up the reigns as HOD Music. He has been assisted in the Music
Department by Saurabh Shivakhumari. Megan de Koning continued in the Science Department to
cover the classes of Joseph Sibanda who is still undergoing medical treatment.

2.

Primrose Hunda (Business and Economics) will be leaving Waterford at the end of 2018 and we are in
the process of filling this post.

3.

Julien Munier (Mathematics) will be leaving Waterford in May 2019 and we have appointed Ms Anna
Dieter in his place. Anna is a young, passionate and enthusiastic teacher from the USA who did her
teaching internship at Waterford in 2016 and whom we have attempted to lure back on several
occasions. We are delighted that she has agreed to join us.

4.

Mrs Linda Gambe has been appointed as a part time teacher in the English Department from the
start of 2019. She is currently filling in the post left vacant with the moving of Tina Lovely to the Art
Department following the departure of Ricardo Chozas.
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5.

Director of advancement: Ms. Lizz Mhangami, a Zimbabwean by birth has been appointed as the
new Director of Advancement as of 01 February 2019.

Academic Matters
6.

After remarks and resits the final 2017 IBDP were sent to governors at the start of the term. They are
included in Appendix A.

7.

Nyatsela: this strategic initiative was shared with the form 2 students a few weeks ago and more
recently to their parents at the recent parents / teachers evening. There was a good turnout and a
real interest in what is being planned. There is growing excitement among staff as the idea is
beginning to take shape as a reality as we deal with the organizational details that such an
undertaking requires. It will be run in the last three weeks of the second term. Academic department
heads are reorganizing the internal academic programme to cater for this 3 week challenge. As
requested Mrs Lowry will present the project in more detail at the meeting.

8.

Curriculum Development and Pedagogical support: We have begun discussions on ways to provide
more professional support to teachers, especially more focused pedagogical support. We would like
to strengthen our written curriculum to articulate conceptual understandings across subject specific
curricula. This will provide us with an opportunity to overtly build in a focus on WK and UWC values.

9.

IBDP curriculum discussions:
9.1. Sindhu Clark (IBDP Coordinator) was invited by UWC IO to attend a meeting in Armenia
(concurrent to the Heads meeting) to work on a curriculum alternative to the IBDP and to look
for ways to collaborate with the IB to reshape the curriculum so that students can still engage
fully with the UWC mission and values. We are very proud of Sindhu for being singled out for
this honour. Ben Clark also accompanied her and therefore was included in the workshopping
process.
9.2. It should be noted that we are clear that any changes will should carry the same value as the
traditional IBDP (especially with the world of tertiary education) and not be seen in any way as
a “dumbing down” of the IBDP, as the current diploma provides such an important opportunity
for many of our students who otherwise would not have the opportunity.

10.

New Reporting System: The new reports are in the final stages of design and will be introduced in
2019. They will include more detailed feedback on the skills which inform both teaching and learning
at WK. These skills form the basis of IB pedagogy and, as an IB world school; we apply the IB
pedagogy across all our phases even though we only do the IBDP. The skills identified are: thinking,
social, communication, self-management and research. We believe the new reporting system will
offer parents and guardians a more holistic overview of the progress a student is making rather than
just a set of end results. Reports will be phase, rather than year group based, being spread out over
the three years of the junior curriculum and the two years of the other two certificated curricula,
resulting in fewer reporting periods, but more effective reporting.

11.

Exam Updates: Results of the recent IB2 mock exams and consideration of Internal Assessment
results indicate that we can expect at least 9 students not to achieve the diploma at the end of 2018.
As teachers tend to err on the side of optimism when marking mock papers and predicting final
grades, this number may be higher.

12.

The mock and final examinations were conducted with utmost integrity and adherence to all
required protocols. Sindhu Clark (IBDP Coordinator), Tich Muyambo (IGCSE Coordinator), Retha Cook
(SENco), Thokozani Nkonyani (IB Admin Assistant) and Angeline Chinyanga (Chief Invigilator) are to
be commended for their professionalism and efficiency.
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13.

Professional Development:
13.1. Inquiry-Based Learning Workshop: This was run by Joanne de Koning and Sue Bradshaw for the
whole staff and was very well received.
13.2. IBDP Online Courses: These continue to form the backbone of our professional development.
These courses speak directly to the IBDP but the pedagogical approach is applicable across all
phases of the school.
13.3. Lucinda Bride attended a workshop on plant identification at Wits University.
13.4. The school nurse and three others attended a Snake Symposium to learn about snakes and
snake bite management in Eswatini.
13.5. Five members of the management team attended the Global Leadership Conference at which
Strive Masiyiwa (Higher Life Foundation) was a telecast keynote speaker.

Creativity, activity and service (CAS)
14.

The report from the CAS Coordinator is attached as Appendix B.

Mental Health
15.

Mental health concerns were high on the agenda of the heads and consequently other UWC
structures at the recent meetings in Armenia. We were assisted by Sean Truman who spent just over
a day with us providing significant insights into MH issues with which all our schools are grappling.
Dr. Truman is a PhD Clinical Psychologist who has spent much of his life in research and university
teaching and has now set up an international consultancy, the Truman Group, providing clinical
services internationally. His group of some twenty clinicians service schools and other clients around
the globe, including in Africa. He was recommended by a clinical psychologist that the IO consults
with on mental health (MH) matters.

16.

Some of the insights from Dr Truman:
16.1. There has been a significant increase in MH issues globally and that what is experienced in
UWC is part of this trend and that we are not an anomaly.
16.2. There appears to be within the UWC a self-perpetuating culture, verging on hysteria, and selfdiagnosis regarding mental health. UWC students interviewed by Dr Truman (in preparation
for the heads meeting) do not describe themselves as “sad”, “unhappy”, “tired”, “low energy
levels”, etc. They use clinical language usually used by professional clinicians: depressed, bipolar, personality disorder. He commented that such diagnosis are very difficult to make and
that his profession operates in what he termed “diagnostic grey areas”. In his experience not
many school counsellors / educational psychologists are in a position to make such diagnosis,
which is why it is essential to involve the relevant professionals in dealing with mental illness.
16.3. In dealing with MH, one has to be very careful about conflating normal everyday emotions and
events: happy, sad, lonely, stressed, pressured, upset, etc., and pathological conditions /
disorders that require medical intervention because the student (or even staff member) is ill.
The former everyday emotions that humans have are normal and should not be pathologised.
Not getting an extension on an assignment is not a pathological event; it is a normal
experience of growing up. Events like that can be handled by any adult, especially teachers,
who are well placed to help youngsters navigate the normal ups and downs of school life. It is
essential that this happens as this is how teenagers develop life skills.
16.4. As a result issues that are normative (sad, break-up with a boyfriend, lonely) may be overreferred to school psychological support services resulting in overburdening the existing
support structures. Introducing more school counselors with the aim to respond to the
growing number of student difficulties can be a reactive approach which will not solve the
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16.5.

16.6.

16.7.

16.8.

17.

problems long term, the focus needs to shift to preventative school psychological support
services.
There are some real conditions that require professional medical attention by appropriate
professionals. Schools are not equipped to deal with them and they should be referred out in
the same way one would refer a kidney condition to a specialist. Likewise the selection and
admission of very ill students needs to be carefully considered - this is not being discriminatory
it is being responsible as we should not put a student who is sick, in danger.
Concerning technology: interaction is disproportionately remote for teenagers today,
especially regarding text and pictures. The quality of such connection and interactions is very
poor, especially for 13/14 year old girls, where they can easily feel like “feed fish in a shark
tank”. In 1980 you only dealt with that stuff at school, now it happens 24/7. You have no
opportunity to switch off and have to be socially vigilant all the time. It has changed the nature
of how people interact. We used to lie around on a couch / bed and chat with one another to
share with others our experiences. That is how we are designed – more personal interaction
builds trust and social cohesion. Humans are not designed for this technology. The real
problem is that the smart people in the world know that the longer teenagers are on screens
the more money is made.
The most important reflection of his: over the years of working with schools he has realised
that schools and heads in particular need to shift the culture and conversation in schools away
from reaction and support for MH concerns to a language of strength. That we need to move
from a culture of survive to one of thrive. That is not to minimize any support services for
those requiring support, but in addition to such support develop a thrive, strength, resilience,
etc. approach to schooling.
Dr Truman’s input included looking at other reasons for the increase in MH issues: discussion
around screening / testing (this is not possible for various ethical and practical reasons), the
disconnect between UWC schools and NC selection / admissions decisions, and the services
that the Truman group could provide our schools.

Given the level of concern, debate and discussion within Waterford and my reflections with my
colleague heads and others in Armenia, we have had some important reflections and discussions
here about our intended approach going forward:
17.1. The professional identity of school counsellors and school social workers is to help all students.
A comprehensive school counselling programme works with every student in the areas of
academic achievement, career and personal / social development, ensuring that today’s
students become the productive, well-adjusted adults of tomorrow. Students are therefore
supported in dealing with the normal challenges of adolescent life.
17.2. This is the reason we re-named the function “School Counsellor” with the appointment of the
current incumbent. Originally the post was “School Psychologist” which tended to only focus
on responding and reacting to MH concerns, rather than the current holistic focus.
17.3. The approach it to grow a comprehensive school counselling programme with a focus on
wellness and resilience versus a focus on illness. This strengths based approach assists in
reframing the understanding of mental health and moving away from a crisis-response model
to a preventative approach.
17.4. The minority of students at Waterford who present with serious mental health concerns are
referred to the appropriate health professionals for diagnosis and treatment. The school does
and is able to assist in conjunction with the relevant external medical specialists: doctors,
psychiatrists, psychologists, etc. There are barriers to this care in Eswatini, due mainly to
medical insurance and the availability of specialists, which we overcome in conjunction with
families by referring to JHB or home countries for the necessary treatment and support.
17.5. Given the global increase in mental health issues, school counsellor time can easily be taken up
with crisis response with the majority of time being spent on a minority of the student body.
Given school counsellors work with every student, increasing the number of school counsellors
/ social workers should not mean more people to respond to crisis, but rather more
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professionally trained staff to redirect the school focus to prevention, wellness, and resilience.
Given global trends, it is not likely that crisis response will be reduced until more preventative
work is done. Switching to a preventative model requires resources (trained professionals) in
order to support teachers and residential staff to become an active part of a preventative
model, working on better supporting our students through normative adolescent challenges.
18.

The school counselling team already does a lot of work focusing on resilience and wellness:
18.1. Workshops with teachers and residential staff on various topics such as building resilience,
addressing substance use through marijuana education, healthy school climate, the
development of the adolescent brain and implications for schools, identification and referral of
students with serious mental health concerns, suicide prevention, understanding diversity at
Waterford, LGBT training etc.
18.2. Whole year group life skills programme e.g. LoveMatters, Survivor, and Common Ground.
18.3. Parent workshop at LoveMatters on sex education at home, parenting challenges, typical
adolescent behaviour vs concerning behaviour.
18.4. Family meetings with students to help communication and problem solving.
18.5. Doing classroom lessons on life skills topics e.g. mindfulness, friendships, dealing with peer
pressure.
18.6. Running mindfulness groups during examinations.
18.7. Collaborating with other departments on the intersectionality between mental health and
curriculum e.g. playback theatre with the Drama department.
18.8. Meeting with students in the residences.
18.9. Identifying professional development opportunities for staff e.g. Anxiety in the classroom
workshop in Johannesburg.
18.10. Back to school support plan meetings to support students returning after extended absences
which includes identifying staff members to serve as support persons on campus.
18.11. Maintaining a referral network of mental health professionals in the region.

19.

Planned ways to move towards a preventative strengths-based model:
19.1. Empower teachers, tutors, and residential staff to feel more confident and able to deal with
the normal ups and downs of adolescent life.
19.2. Examine our language with one another and in public (assemblies, staff meetings, etc.) around
the demands of academic programmes, writing examinations, university acceptance etc. so as
to use the strengths-based language of happiness, opportunity, success, and manageability
instead of language that emphasizes stress, suffering, and difficulty.
19.3. School is a wonderful opportunity for students to make healthy connections with supportive
adults (in the classroom, adult presence in the residences etc.). This is the focus we will shift
towards.
19.4. Evaluate what Waterford is teaching about the safe and healthy use of technology and look for
areas of improvement.
19.5. Strengthen the Life Skills curriculum in Forms 1 – 5.
19.6. Develop the Peer Support programme to become a vital component of a preventative school
counselling model whose mission is “to create a caring environment”. This can be achieved by
selecting students from F3 to IB2 to serve as peer supporters who will among other things
assist with welcoming new students throughout the academic year, preparing bulletin boards
on themes of resilience, wellness, and self-care, “no kid eats alone” programme, “MixItUp
Lunches”, anti-bullying campaigns, “the Great Kindness Challenge” etc.
19.7. Work with the Link Family programme to strengthen it as a valuable support structure for
residential students at Waterford.
19.8. Introduce “minute meetings” where every student at the start of the academic year will
complete a few questions in advance that will be discussed in a one minute meeting with the
school counselors.
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19.9. Work with teachers to run a simple risk screening tool twice a year for every student. The data
collected will help identify at-risk students and using a response-to-intervention model
channel students into the appropriate tier of support services.
19.10. Create safeguarding training with all adults on campus.
19.11. Introduce restorative practices e.g. circles as an easy-to-use structure for tutors in weekly tutor
meetings.
20.

The school will continue to explore and develop this further, so that we can ensure no child is left
behind and can reach their full potential in a caring and responsive environment.

UWC Safeguarding Guidelines
21.

For the past year or so at our heads meeting we have been discussing common guidelines for dealing
with safe-guarding (child protection) in our schools. The Guidelines deal with how we manage any
current complaints / allegations of child / sexual abuse in our schools. It is aimed at ensuring our
students are safe at school.

22.

In the recent past an urgency has been added:
22.1. During the course of 2017 / 2018 the Charities Commission in the UK, under which UWC
international’s legal registration is, reported on the scandal associated with some paedophilia
cases linked to Oxfam in different parts of the world.
22.2. This led to a concern that UWC may face allegations of historic child / sex abuse as well, with
the risk being mainly in the older schools (Waterford, Atlantic College, Pearson, SEA and
perhaps Hong Kong and Mahindra).
22.3. Another recent development is the current trial of Peter Dalglish in Nepal on charges of
paedophilia. Peter has a close association with a number of our schools, including being on the
Board of UWC Thailand at the time of his arrest. He was the closing key note inspirational
speaker at the 2016 International Congress and has been a guest at a number of UWC schools,
including being with students on many school outings and camp expeditions (we turned down
a request of his to visit us in 2017). The trial is expected to conclude in the next few weeks. So
far his connection with UWC has not been mentioned but it is probably only a matter of time
before it is.

23.

The above context led the International Board to adopt a set of guidelines for the movement at its
latest meeting (28 October 2018). The email accompanying those guidelines requested schools to be
compliant with the guidelines by the end of November. The Board resolution reads as follows:

Every UWC school and college is expected to ensure that safeguarding standards in line with
the UWC Common Standards for Safeguarding, as approved by the UWC International Board
in October 2018, are approved by its respective Board before the end of November 2018.
Further, every UWC school and college is asked to submit a plan for implementation including
timeline and milestones of all aspect as set out in the Common Standards for Safeguarding
before the end of November 2018 to the UWC International Board. These plans will be
reviewed by the UWC International Board, no later than the upcoming UWC International
Board meeting in March 2019. The UWC International Office and CNC will work together to
ensure awareness of the minimum standards as set out in the UWC Common Standards for
Safeguarding to every National Committee.
Further, the Board decided that if, in light of local legislation or otherwise, a UWC School or
College cannot meet or implement certain aspects or requirements as set out in the UWC
Common Standards for Safeguarding, the Board of such UWC School or College shall register
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this fact with the UWC International Board on or before the end of November 2019, and
inform the UWC International Board why it cannot meet certain standards/implement specific
aspects. This applies both for aspects which cannot be implemented by the end of November
2018, as well as aspects which cannot be implemented in the longer term.

24.

We have embarked on a review of our Child Protection Policy to ensure we comply with the
guidelines. We are already compliant with Eswatini legislation but will use this opportunity to review
this as well. It will be a significant challenge to achieve this by the end of the month, given this is the
last weeks of the academic year.

Pastoral Matters
25.

Since last Governing Council we have had 1 Disciplinary Committee meeting for theft. At the
conclusion of the process the parent withdrew the student.

26.

The college has formally adopted the Medical Leave of Absence (MLA) policy, which reduces to
writing the policy we have been applying to students with significant health challenges in the past
few years. The policy allows the pastoral team in conjunction with the student and family concerned
to more effectively manage a Return to School Plan. In the small number of cases where a student or
family is not prepared to follow the advice of medical professionals, the policy outlines the course of
action the College will follow allowing for a temporary or permanent removal of the student from the
school. The Policy is attached as Appendix C.

27.

The process of implementing the evening residential times is now complete. After the first term a
survey was taken together with the SRC to determine whether the main aims of a quieter campus to
assist students to work and sleep more effectively was being achieved. In general the vast majority of
residential staff felt that there was a significant improvement in terms of a quieter campus and that
more students went to sleep earlier than previously. Input students articulated was that they felt
that the new residential times were imposed on them, the process to finalize the process took too
long and that while in practical terms socializing hours were not reduced, they were unhappy that
mixed socializing ended earlier in the evening.

28.

The decision by management to continue with the new residential evening times was announced in
an open meeting with all residential students. In that meeting the principal acknowledged and
apologised for some of the errors made in implementing the changes. Despite the extensive
consultation, most students did not support all the changes (although this is a matter of debate as
there were some errors in the student survey). The staff however, has seen a significant
improvement with 80% reporting an improvement in quietness in the residences and 60% seeing an
improvement in sleep and the quality of work. The changes will continue to be monitored and
tweaked with feedback from students.

29.

Medical Insurance is being investigated for our scholarship students and the Eswatini NC students
run by WK.

30.

Miss Lyla Berman is contracted as the School Social Worker in a part-time capacity from the
beginning of the term.

31.

Our medical and counselling team now all receive professional supervision, with the nurse presently
concluding an agreement with an external doctor for the same purpose.
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32.

The term started with a staff workshop led by the pastoral team on the appreciation of our diversity
as a staff and within the student body. It arose out of a conversation with some students about the
readiness of teachers to understand the diversity of the student body, especially socio-economic
diversity. Staff shared their own particular stories and the programme highlighted the need for
awareness of this multi-faceted community with the various perspectives to be considered when
interacting with each other and the students.

33.

The IB1 year group had an intensive pastoral day in week 8. “Common Ground” is designed as a
platform for discussion about our diversity at Waterford. Students were involved in activities to
facilitate conversations around aspects of our identity such as race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender and
socioeconomic status. They were challenged to explore their identity, consider the diversity of
experiences of those around, and explore assumptions and unconscious bias.

34.

The F2 Love Matters programme was successfully held over four days in week 8 of this term. The
programme is led by the school counsellor who co-ordinates a large team of staff and external
volunteers. The students have reported that they find this a hugely enjoyable and educational
programme. This programme will now be run with the F2 students, as from 2019 the F3 students will
participate in the 3 week Nyatsela Challenge, thereby spreading the low of academic time better.

Volunteers
35.

This term five volunteers are successfully providing the necessary support and general assistance and
all will complete at the end of the term.

36.

The Pastoral Deputy is currently assessing requests from potential volunteers from our present IB2
students for next term.

The Food Committee
37.

Two Food Committee meetings were held in week 6 and week 11. Management, staff, students and
Capitol Caterers meet to discuss the menu and all related food concerns and successes. The menu for
term 1 of 2019 is now being consulted on.

Medical Services
38.

Sister Nomvula reports:
38.1. There is no significant difference in the number of cases reporting to the clinic between third
term of last year and this year.
38.2. Over the course of the year, there have been more cases referred to the Dermatologist than in
previous years.

School Counsellor
39.

Ms Cabrita’s report is attached as Appendix D.

Advancement Office
40.

The Advancement Office report is attached as Appendix E.
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Information Technology
41.

IT current projects:
41.1. The IT department is continuing with a roll out of cabled access for students in the hostels. 30
extra cables have been added in Emhlabeni and we intend to add at least another 20 points,
bringing the total number of cables there to 60 for the 130 students. Elangeni currently has 20
cables for their 40 students. So the ratio at completion will be roughly 1 cable for every two
students in both IB hostels.
41.2. We have also been improving the WIFI access in common areas of all the hostels and at points
around campus which have been identified as WIFI weak points.
41.3. The IT Centre has been improved by adding a further 3Mbps link to supplement their original
3Mbps in response to requests from teachers who were struggling to host full classes online in
the two venues there. The server had to be replaced urgently as it was freezing several times a
day. The new server has been performing optimally for the last few weeks, internet access is
steady and classes are proceeding smoothly at the IT Centre.
41.4. During this term we had the most internal network and internet downtime that we have had in
the past year due to lightening damage to networking equipment and the delays involved in
procuring, installing and configuring replacements. We have purchased a lower specification,
lower cost but hardier brand to replace the damaged equipment. We have also installed
another fiber connection between maintenance and Ekukhuleni hostel, as the cables over the
roof which previously connected this section of campus were responsible for some of the
lightening damage.
41.5. ADAM, the school data system, moved off campus this term, and is being hosted by the
programmer, at their Durban offices. This will improve security of the data and make for easier
and safer maintenance of the operating system.

42.

Upcoming IT proposed projects:
42.1. We would like to extend the data points into the staff houses which are attached to the
hostels, and are hoping to extend the WIFI coverage to the staff houses in early 2019.
42.2. The IT Centre also desperately needs new computers as their hardware is becoming redundant
and we can no longer get many replacement parts for the machines. This is likely to cost in the
region of E 525 000 to replace 56 workstations and put hard drives into twenty of the existing
ones which can then be deployed to the Form 1 IT room and to the IT room in Ekukhuleni
hostel.
42.3. Another large upcoming expense would be to replace the photocopy machine in the Copy
room which currently has done about 2.5 million copies and is unlikely to be able to run for
another year without incurring expensive repairs. A new machine which the same
specifications would cost around E250 000.

Facilities
43.

The Eco Estate manager’s report is attached as Appendix F.

44.

Fincom discussed the list of capital projects below at its meeting on 08 November 2018. It is
recommended we approve the WK contribution to the Amphitheatre Roof and Ekukhuleni projects,
as the bulk of the funds have been raised from donors for these two projects. We need to progress
these projects to retain the goodwill of these donors. The other projects are funded by the
maintenance budget or the Phoenix fund.
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Project

Donor

WK

Total

Amphitheatre roof
Ekukhuleni
Extend security office at entrance (toilet,
bus office, etc.)
Classroom roofing: block A & B
Science block roofing
Classroom heating

936,460
7,016,361
-

404,539
1,183,639
100,000

1,340,999
8,200,000
100,000

Source of WK
funds
Annual surplus
Annual surplus
Maintenance

150,000

120,000
120,000
-

120,000
120,000
150,000

Maintenance
Maintenance
Phoenix Fund

Planning
45.

Staff Meetings topics this term have included:
45.1. Professional Development
45.2. Staff Imbizo
45.3. Diversity story-telling workshop
45.4. Admissions/universities
45.5. Academic Matters
45.6. Pastoral Matters
45.7. Professional Development (Inquiry Based Learning by JDK)

46.

College policies / procedures that have been reviewed or adopted since the last GC meeting:
46.1. Safeguarding / child protection policy
46.2. After a number of discussions about this over the past 18 months or so, the teachers are keen
to develop a “Digital Charter” aimed at developing a set of expected standards / behaviours for
all stakeholders in the community regarding the positive use of the digital world. The PSA is
assisting with this.
46.3. GIB
46.4. Staff Handbook
46.5. Medical Leave of Absence

47.

Strategic plan:
47.1. In late September representatives of the various stakeholders met at the school to review
progress to date in a workshop facilitated with Benita Pavlicevic who assisted us with the
original development of the plan.
47.2. At the end of the process the N&G committee was tasked was taking this forward.
47.3. This will need to include incorporating our plan into that to the UWC as ae need to ensure our
plan aligns with that of the UWC.

UWC matters
48.

Before my meetings in Armenia I visited London:
48.1. We had a very successful Alum event addressed by Michael Attenborough, which afforded us
the opportunity to connect with possible donors for the Ekukhuleni project.
48.2. Anne and I had met with other Funders, donors and supporters, although a number were not
available this time.
48.3. I visited Derek Blackman (which takes two days with travelling time).

49.

Mark Mills and I attended a number of meetings of the UWC in Dilijan. Appendix G describes
organizationally what the movement currently looks like.
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50.

Due to the organizational complexity, amount of paper-work and length of meetings (the heads met
every day for seven days from 09:00 to 19:00 followed by a collective dinner, except one day when
we started at 14:00) and the costs associated, we have once again made an appeal for some
rationalization and at least the use of more efficient technology. There also appears to be a
proliferation of meetings without much control over the efficacy of same. We have made the point
on numerous occasions that Costa Rica and Waterford, two of the poorest schools always have to
travel intercontinentally and always from a soft to hard currency, limiting our participation.

51.

The UWC common code of conduct is currently under review (every six years), which will be finalised
in March next year. Most of the suggested changes revolve around the wording of drugs and alcohol.
Three of the schools only use the code for their standards of behaviours: all others have much more
detailed codes to fit the legal jurisdictions of their home country.

52.

UWCIO Director for Education: the heads meeting noted that this position had been ill-conceived and
therefore was set up to fail. The original brief from the IO had not been discussed with the heads and
as the heads had different expectations there was an unbreachable gap between the two. The new
post will be very carefully considered before proceeding with an appointment.

53.

UWC / IB curriculum innovation: Instead of a Director of Education, the IO has appointed a
Curriculum specialist from Maastricht, Rebecca Warren to drive this project on our behalf with the
IB. The meeting attended by Sindhu and Ben Clark reported above concerned this initiative.

54.

Report on the Global Selection Programme (GSP) (formerly the IISP): WK and UWCSEA opted out of
this initiative, as we could not see our local and regional direct entries applying to London for
admission here in Eswatini. The other 15 schools need to fill 165 beds and it was reported that only
135 places may be delivered through this current selection process. The schools are fully prepared to
revert to a direct entry process if they cannot fill the schools in September 2019, due to the serious
economic problems this will cause.

55.

International School, Moshi: After many years ISM has received preliminary approval for a 2-campus,
August 2019 start, with an initial 40 NC students on full/up to full scholarships on each Campus in the
DP1 year group. Laurence Nodder and John Storer serve on the task team. Finally we look forward to
a second UWC school in Africa. The current head of the school is Anna Marsden, who served as
Director of studies here at WK during the “noughties”.

General
56.

Visitors to WK:
56.1. Shelby and Gaye: this was reported on extensively in newsletters and by email at the time. I
hope governors have had a chance to look at the email links to the videos of the visit.
56.2. Christof Bosch, the current Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Robert Bosch Stiftung in
Germany and friend of UWC visited the school on 8th -9th August 2018. He is also the Chair of
the UWCRB (read more at https://www.waterford.sz/media/news/read.php?indzaba=67 )
56.3. We have had ten WK alumni and four other UWC alumni visit since July.

Conclusion
57.

With some 70 professional staff, over 100 other support staff, over 600 students, 42 residential
families and the families of all our students, the school is a very complex organism. Managing the
daily interactions, joys, sorrows, frustrations and achievements is no mean feat for all involved. The
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success that we manage would not be possible if it was not for the professional staff that drive the
happy, optimistic and positive culture that characterizes the school.
58.

I am immensely proud of the school and the overwhelming sense of community, well-being and good
will that permeates most of what happens here. A happy and effective learning environment is all
that one can wish for at a school. I think Waterford occupies that place with no fear of contradiction.

59.

All of the staff, the students and their families, our governors and all others who put time and effort
into making the school what it is, are to be thanked for their unselfish contribution. We can all pat
ourselves on the back for a job well done as we come to the end of yet another year.

60.

I do wish all everything of the best for the holidays and that all come back refreshed and ready to
make 2019 as good a year as this.

Stephen Lowry
Principal
09 November 2018
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Appendix A: Updated report - 2017 IBDP results as at June 20181

No of students
Diplomas
awarded (WK)
Diplomas
awarded (world)
Certificates
awarded
No of bilingual
diplomas
Diploma Average
(WK)
Diploma Average
(world)
Highest grade
Lowest grade
Subject Average
Grade
distribution
45
40+
36+
30+
28+
24+
<24
IB Diploma ‘core’
points:
+0
+1
+2
+3
N

2017 2017
As at June '18
118
106 90%
n/a

2017 2017
As at Jan '18
118
100 85%

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

113
89%

117
93%

114
96%

122
94%

103
90%

115
91%

114
96%

70.8
%
11%

80.9
%
7%

79.8
%
4%

80.4
%
6%

10%

9%

4%

29%

35%

31%

45%

38%

45%

45%

12

69.8
%
10%

18

69.8
%
15%

30

28%

28

28%

32

32

33

34

33

34

34

33

34

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

44
18
5.08
118 100%

44
43
44
43
44
44
45
18
18
19
20
19
20
20
4.88
5.19 5.28 5.24 5.40 5.42 5.25
118 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

44
22
5.37
1

0
0%
9
8%
18 15%
41 35%
15 13%
24 20%
11
9%
118 100%

0
0%
0%
0%
9
8%
7% 12%
4% 10% 16% 10%
16 14% 23% 17% 18% 26% 23% 24%
43 36% 32% 48% 48% 42% 37% 37%
15 13% 17% 10% 15% 10%
7% 14%
21 18% 16% 10% 12% 10% 14% 10%
14 12%
5%
3%
2%
2%
4%
5%
118 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

11%
24%
48%
6%
9%
3%
1

27
40
42
7
2

23%
34%
36%
6%
2%

28
39
42
7
2

24%
33%
36%
6%
2%

19%
30%
43%
6%
1%

6%
22%
50%
21%
1%

17%
44%
29%
11%

14%
44%
26%
16%

17%
37%
31%
15%

13%
46%
23%
18%

13%
46%
24%
17%

1

This report updates the report to GC tabled at the April 2018 GC meeting, after candidates have received the results of any remarks and rewrites
(changes are in red). It is to be noted that some students will still do some rewrites in the November 2018 exam session.
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Appendix B: CAS (creativity, activity, service) report for Governing Council
1.

The year of 2018 seems to have raced by faster than usual with many highlights in CAS throughout
the year. The second Brave Girl camp took place in August. Fifty four young women from schools in
and around Mbabane took part in the week long residential camp. It was not only a huge success in
terms of the way it empowered the young women as well as our own students but it was a week
filled with laughter and hope. The main aim of the week was to provide these girls with a safe space
in which they could freely discuss topics pertaining to feminism and further equip them with the
necessary knowledge to realise their unbound potential. One of the Brave Girls wrote on reflection;
“Eswatini is a very patriarchal country… but with a whole new generation of women understanding
themselves, that system of patriarchy is slowly crumbling and so are the issues that come with it” Tinashe Mabaso, St. Marks High School, BraveGirl 2018.

2.

Along with the continuing programme of CAS in the Forms and IB 1, we have had numerous weekend
sign up projects. We once again visited Mpaka refugee Camp where we worked with the camp
residents. We also visited Emvimbeko High to continue with our peer mentorship programme. This is
a day in which students from both schools spend time together discussing issues that teenagers face
through interesting focus groups.

3.

This term we have had some interesting visitors; the CAS coordinator from UWC Robert Bosch spent
a week with us. It is always interesting to spend time talking to colleagues from other UWCs and
learning from each other. Tina visited various ComServe projects and we enjoyed her visit and the
exchange of ideas.

4.

Shelby Davis also visited the college and spent an enjoyable morning with some IB 1 students at
Sobhiyozo Preschool. There he experienced first-hand what the students do each week.

5.

The Form 4 class will be working this term on making Christmas shoe boxes for children who would
not receive anything for Christmas.

6.

Our IB 2 class have completed their CAS requirements and after working our way through 1800 CAS
reflections, 120 CAS projects and 360 progress interviews it is satisfying to read some of the thoughts
of the IB 2’s as they reflect on what CAS has meant to them.
Sara Christensen wrote in her CAS reflections in answer to the question “Do you have
one experience you will cherish for the rest of your life”: “This entire experience.
Wow. Had it not been for the people at Waterford my experiences every day and
especially with CAS would not have been as grand nor mind-blowing. There are
people here from all over the world, and wow, I cannot believe that I have had the
opportunity to train soccer to girls in Eswatini together with a South African, a Dutch,
a British, a Kenyan and a Vietnamese. This not only blows my mind every day, UWC
and all it brought with it is something I will remember and cherish for the rest of my
life.”
One student wrote, “I think that many of the most valuable lessons are taught outside
of the classroom and that’s why CAS activities are so great.”
Many of the CAS experiences have a profound impact on our students and one girl
wrote after visiting Mpaka that one of the residents said to her , “please come back I’ll
wait for you.”
Another student wrote about Mpaka: “The service aspect of CAS without doubt has
had the biggest impact on me. The work I’ve done at Mpaka has taught me so much
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about the privilege I have, the things that I can do and the person I want to be. I have
learned how to moderate my own emotional response to people in bad situations and
channel it to being a constructive ally.”

7.

We continually work to try and look critically at the work we are doing in the community. We ask
ourselves questions about whether the projects are worthwhile. This leads to certain projects being
discontinued and other ones starting. Each year we encourage the students to start their own
projects and this has been confirmed as a good idea by the IB with the introduction of a CAS project
as a requirement for each IB student. This gives the IB students a chance to work on something that
they are passionate about with people they choose to work with and we have had some amazing
ideas. Their projects can be centred on any of the three strands of creativity, activity or service. We
have had everything from cook books and videos about Waterford Kamhlaba to the construction of
dog kennels and the creating of a UWC friendship garden of indigenous trees.

8.

I am confident that we will work hard to strengthen and grow the CAS programme and that it will
continue to be a highlight for many of our students. We also continue to work on teaching the skills
of reflection and the students work on their reflections in their CAS journals. We try to tie these into
the UWC values which we encourage our students to think about and live each day.

9.

As a last thought for 2018 an IB 2 student reflected:

“I think service includes the most rewarding experiences. The experiences where I felt like I
actually made a difference, and where I got mad at the world for not doing more. I think the
service aspect has given me the courage to go home and change the ‘Africa’ narrative and
the problematic condescending attitudes towards the most amazing continent I have ever
found myself on.”

Fiona Mills
CAS Coordinator
01 November 2018
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Appendix C: Policy – Medical Leave of Absence
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

A Medical Leave of Absence (MLA):
1.1. Refers to the absence from school due to a physical or mental illness for longer than one week.
There may be absences for less than one week in which the school will apply this MLA.
1.2. It results from a student being unable to meet the day-to day-requirements of student life.
1.3. It may be requested for by a student, the student’s family (even if the student is over 18) or by
the school.
1.4. Applies where the medical needs of the student are beyond the capacity of the school to
provide the necessary support to the student.
The school (through relevant staff) may initiate a conversation about a potential MLA with a student
and her / his family when:
2.1. There is an immediate concern about a student’s health or well-being.
2.2. When there is a longer-term indication that the student is not functioning well at school (a
large number of missed classes, an inability to participate in afternoon activities, an inability to
thrive, etc.).
2.3. There is a concern about the safety of any other person in the community.
2.4. There is inappropriate public behaviour or sharing of personal medical circumstances /
conditions (including through social media) that causes undue alarm within the school
community.
Once the school has determined that an MLA is warranted:
3.1. The student and his or her family will receive a medical leave agreement that must be signed
and returned to the school.
3.2. The agreement will stipulate the expectations and requirements the student must meet during
the absence, the procedures the student must follow in order to be considered for a return to
school and any requirements once back at school. This may include any required treatment,
the taking of any medication and any other requirements for a successful return to school.
Further a return to residential accommodation at school may be reassessed.
3.3. The school will require consent for the release of information (including any relevant medical
information) with all parties (including any consulting health care professionals) involved in the
treatment of the student while s/he is on leave.
An MLA is supportive in nature and not a punitive measure. The requirements laid out are designed
to help the student perform productively and safely at school. However it is noted there may be
circumstances that warrant the school acting in accordance with the School Code of Conduct at the
same time as any requirements concerning an MLA.
The school nurse will coordinate any MLA due to physical illness while the school counsellor will
coordinate an MLA due to mental illness.
Though a student on an MLA is excused from attending classes, the student must make
arrangements to make up missed material while on leave if possible, or upon return to school. While
the school will strive to minimize academic disruption, it may require that a student amend their
academic programme if it is considered that a prolonged absence will make it impossible for the
student to complete course requirements.
If the student and / or family are unwilling to follow any of the requirements of the school, the
school entirely at its own discretion will notify the student and / or family of the termination of the
contract of enrolment with immediate effect if necessary, for the safety of the student or others in
the school community.

Approved by the CMG: 01 October 2018
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Appendix D: School Counsellor Report
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Appendix E: Advancement Office

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fundraising
Communications
Alumni Engagement
Database

1.
FUNDRAISING
1.1 What causes were donations made to:
● Scholarships
● Capital projects
○ Ekukhuleni hostel
● Unrestricted
● Community Service
● Other
● Phoenix Fund

2016
13,221,657
1,039,150
1,448,112
65,685

2017
18,136,909
4,788,800
1,507,423
148,965
56,875

Scholarships *
Capital Projects
Unrestricted
Community service
Other**
Phoenix Fund
75,347
Scholarships: excluding UWC National Committee
Other: includes welcome packs/careers fair/library etc
2018: final figures to be expected in the April 2019 GC

2018***
995,124
65,517
473,620
83,105
106,010

1.2 2016-2017
2016 and 2017 were very successful in respect of raising scholarships due to the Shelby matching
campaign; and in regards to the capital projects due to large(r) donations from Bill Brown, John Reppas,
Wolfson Foundation and Michael Jarvis towards the classroom block, Ekukhuleni hostel, energy hub and
amphitheatre.
1.3 2018
In 2018 we focused on bringing together a campaign for the refurbishment of Ekukhuleni Hostel through
active re-engagement with alumni and past parents. The latter group has always been unattended to and it
turned out that parental data was not kept once a child left the school. We have started collecting data
from personal files as far back as 2005. Ideally, we would go back even further but that might not be
possible, as people have moved on.
We received very positive responses from this specific group and some have even started to support the
school after our initial soft ask in June/July.
1.4 Ekukhs campaign
During the last months of 2018 we will step up the call for Ekukhs support with more direct asks from
alumni, past parents and friends. With the Phoenix Fund campaign several months in the past, we will take
the opportunity to also reach out to current parents. e especially hope that those whose children are
currently staying in this hostel will come to Waterford’s support.
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In addition to these general calls for support among the widest possible Waterford community, we have
built up around specific individuals whom we have distinguished as potential supporters to this campaign.
They will be asked before the end of the year to specifically support Ekukhs hostel refurbishment.
We will only be able to tell at the beginning of next year how successful we have been and based on that
outcome we will decide whether we will continue with this campaign in the first half of 2019.
1.5 Alumni initiatives
Alumni have come forward with specific campaign initiatives. One is in support of Ekukhuleni Hostel and
the other for scholarships. To read more please go to alumni initiatives on our website.
(www.waterford.sz/alumni/alumni-initiatives) .
We continue to work around an alumni-ambassadors/champions-program to extend engagement over a
longer period of time through creating alumni hubs around alumni groups and class years.
1.4 Friends of Waterford.
This “project” will be further discussed under Advancement Sub Committee on the agenda, but I want to
take this opportunity to share the good news that we have been able to re-engage with Sir Ian Khama,
through one of the Botswana alumni, who has informed us that he would be honored to have a scholarship
in his name. We hope that this initial response will lay the foundation to extend an invitation for him to
become a Waterford Friend.
1.5 Challenges
One of our continued challenges is receiving donation information from the American Friends of Waterford.
It has now reached a point where we can no longer rely on them to pass on this information to us regularly,
which has led to the painful situation of donors not being acknowledged for their support. With the help of
the Advancement Sub Committee, I hope we can find an alternative for this situation as soon as possible as
the current situation could lead to us losing donors. (for example in the past 2 years we received donations
through our friends in the range of 655,000-750,000 E; this year we have only been able to register the
amount of 60,000 E).
1.6 Booking.com
I ask you to remember that if you are ever booking a holiday/a hotel/ a B&B or anything holiday related,
please go to our booking.com link. Booking through this specific link will benefit Waterford as the
booking.com fees will be donated to Waterford.

2. COMMUNICATIONS
2.1 Website Management
Our website has improved and now covers the different scholarships and projects and specific alumni
initiatives that have run or are running in 2018. We will add articles related to the history of buildings and
to donors who have supported the school as far back as the 60’s to the website. The latter requires
extensive research and help from those that have been connected to the school for many years.
I invite you to go to our website www.waterford.sz and have a look at the contribute page where the
different projects and initiatives are listed.
In addition there has been an increase in the number of photo albums and videos on our website which
have been shared (as links) in the school’s various communication tools like newsletters and social media.
Waterford’s website remains one of the key ways to reach our targeted audiences: donors, alumni, parents,
students, prospective students and parents, staff, prospective staff and friends of the school.
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2.2 Public Relations
School Visits – Waterford has been visited by various stakeholders including friends of the school and
alumni. In August we had a special visit by the current Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Robert
Bosch Stiftung in Germany and friend of UWC, Christof Bosch. On 7th October the school was visited by two
long-standing friends of the UWC movement, Shelby and Gale Davis who spent time engaging with
students, staff, alumni and parents. These visits have been covered in our regular communications with
parents and alumni.
2.3 Events Coverage
All school events have been covered with pictures and articles published
on the school
website, social media and newsletters. Website articles have been updated on a weekly basis to make the
front page of the website as up to date as possible.
2.4 Newsletters
2.4.1 Weekly Newsletter: The weekly newsletter is used as an effective communication tool to reach out
to students, staff, governors and parents.
2.4.2 Alumni Newsletter – Waterford’s monthly alumni newsletter remains a key tool for engaging with
alumni who give us feedback and send profiles and key projects to be published in the newsletter.
Generally, there has been a slight increase in the openings and clicks of the alumni newsletter. There were
812 openings for September and 778 for October, compared to 714 and 639 who opened the newsletter in
April and May respectively.
2.5 Social Media
Social media helps the school to engage with many of our target audiences. The school continues to use
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter to engage with stakeholders. There has been an improvement in terms of
social media performance. On Facebook, the percentage of reach, views and engagement has been 50%,
43% and 46% respectively (for the period Oct 7th – November 3rd), compared to 12%, 6% and 2% in the
period May 29th - June 25th. There has also been a slight increase in the number of page followers; from
4113 in June to 4215 by November 3rd. However, there is need to continue improving the use of social
media by finding more innovative ways of communication.
3. ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT
Various parties and activities were organised during 2018 in order to increase engagement with our future
and current alumni.
3.1 IB2 Mocktail Party
The Advancement Office brought the year group together to let them know about the resources the office
has to assist IB2s with the next part of their journey at Waterford and post-Waterford.
3.2 IB2 Pyjama Party
We hosted a Pyjama Party as a way to reinforce that we are a resource the soon-to-be alumni can use
before and after they leave the school.
3.3 Class of 2008 visit to WK
We had the pleasure of hosting the IB Class of 2008 here on campus for their 10 year reunion.
3.4 IB3 Financial Aid offer vetting assistance
The IB3 class started receiving offer letters from the Universities and Colleges they had applied to,
internationally. My role was to assist them in reading through the financial aid offers and help them
understand what the offers entail.
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3.5 Alumni Panel
This is a panel of WK alumni who are currently in universities across the globe and who are home for the
holidays. They come to share their experiences of the schools they are in. This provides a different
perspective to the schools from the one presented by the Admissions Officers visiting WK.
3.6 Dick Eyeington Tournament July 21
On the 21st of July 2018, we were proud to host the 10th edition of the Dick Eyeington 7 a-side soccer
tournament, together with the 2nd edition of the women’s Enid Eyeington counterpart. 29 teams signed up
to play in this year’s tournaments.
3.7 IB1 Community Service
The group we had this year has been brilliant. They helped the ADO cover many more events than would
have been possible without them.
3.8 Ongoing IB2 University support
Assisting the IB2s with getting in touch with alumni and international students in the schools they are
hoping to attend in the future, to help them make considered choices of where to apply and what offer to
accept.
3.9 Thanksgiving
We are currently in the process of connecting the young WK alumni with older alumni in their areas to host
them over the Thanksgiving break at the end of this month.
3.10 IB2 Virtual Yearbook
We are creating a virtual yearbook for the IB2s as a reminder of their time at WK. The virtual yearbook will
also include “ads” from the ADO reminding students about the resources they can tap into once they have
graduated.
3.11 IB2 Graduation
In addition to our usual role at graduation (taking photos and providing general assistance), we will again
set up a station for parents and guardians to donate towards an alumni brick for their children
3.12 Alumni Avenue
This year 88 alumni received a brick in return for their support to Waterford. It continues to be an aspect
that draws in alumni to donate and reconnect with the school. Sometimes sending them pictures of their
bricks once they are up.
3.13. WK 55th Anniversary Reunions & Events:
3.13.1 Reunion at WK, Aug. 25 - 26
In total, we saw a total of 73 guests, 50 individual alumni, come to campus during the 55th Anniversary
Reunion. Additionally there were 13 other alumni who had registered but in the end could not attend. The
weekend was fun, with many alumni going on a hike up Tom and Kelly, and many more purchasing WK
branded merchandise. Of the 11 alumni who responded to the post-event survey, 10 ranked their overall
satisfaction as 4/5 out of 5.
3.13.2 WST, London Event Oct. 17
The WST hosted an alumni event. The evening’s special guest was Michael Attenborough who spoke to the
alumni about his experiences during his recent visit to WK and his belief in the work of an institution like
WK. There were 41 alumni, WST members and guests present that evening, with an additional 9 alumni
who registered but in the end cancelled last minute or did not attend. Of the 4 people who completed the
post-event survey, all 4 ranked their overall satisfaction as 4/5 out of 5.
3.14 WK Online Merchandise Store:
A company based in the UK called TeeMill, hosts the store website, facilitates payment, prints on demand
and ships branded merchandise across the globe. We have established a WK merchandise store with them,
loading the phoenix and other logos for use on t-shirts and hoodies and incorporated this into our website.
We had a soft launch with members of the WST to confirm the quality of the material and print and the
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time it took to receive it. We are planning to launch it more broadly, and increase the selection on offer, in
time for the holiday season.
Prices are set at a minimum, because the intention of the store is to provide students and alumni the
opportunity to buy WK branded gear even if they are not living close to the school. We do not make a profit
but receive a token fee from TeeMill because we are a charity and they do not charge us. The WST has
created a PayPal account to receive this benefit. This money will be go to scholarships and the school’s
community service programme.
This route is especially interesting to “overseas” alumni who don't have access to the store on campus.
Anyone interested please go to online store

4. DATABASE
2018 Overview
4.1 Fundraising
4.1.1 We were able to make campaigns in the system and track donations per campaign.
4.1.2 We were able to create target groups of alumni and past parents for specific campaigns like Ekhuks
campaign.
4.1.3 We were able to send and track emails through the system
4.1.4 We were able to structure all the donations in accordance to the projects they were donated towards.
4.1.5 We were able to put in place a structure to track which channels donations come through as in
WKFSA Paypal, WST, WK Stokvel, ADO Account and American Friends
4.1.6 We were able to set an automatic acknowledgement and thank you letter that gets sent to donors
within 24 hours of inputting donation in Devman
4.1.7. We were able to set up dashboards to better display all important tailored financial reports
4.1.8. Added current students to link with their donors and sponsors
4.2 Communication
4.2.1 We were able to create an email address that you use in ‘CC’, which puts a copy of that email
conversation in Devman. This is essential when communicating with general @waterford.sz email to track
important communication
4.2.2 We were able to better classify alumni groups according to university attended and to enhance
alumni engagement projects
4.2.3 We were able to add past parents in Devman increasing the groups we can reach out to.
Projections for 2019
4.3.1 Launch the Bursary module so that current students can be better captured and linked to their donors
4.3.2 Fully incorporate payments through Devman directly
4.3.3 Set up Devman to auto import data from Adam
4.3.4 Find a solution to improve finding information on alumni on the internet.

Advancement Office
05 November 2018
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Appendix F: Eco Estate Manager Report
Maintenance department
1.
As usual the maintenance department has been extremely busy on a day to day basis maintaining the
school with jobs that vary from as easy as changing a light bulb to renovating an entire home. The
maintenance department is working very well and have been extremely productive.
2.
Building works since April:
2.1. The new road has been installed by AG Thomas and is an enormous improvement.
2.2. The drainage on the road is being done in house and shall be completed in the next few weeks.
2.3. The extension on the staff room continues and will be completed in the near future.
Unfortunately the contractor has experienced some issues which have caused delays.
2.4. There are new steps from the new road to some of the houses and the maintenance
department.
2.5. All carports are now finished, a project started in 2015. 45 have been done.
2.6. We also have built a shelter for the new wood chipper in the nature reserve which will be
installed shortly.
2.7. There have been a number of House renovations: Opiem (fire damage), Bradshaw (kitchen
cupboards, 2 geysers, kitchen, bathrooms and passage tiling), house 23 (fencing, new steps to
entrance and railing for the veranda), house 22 (new veranda with railing), Primerose house
(replacing old galvanised iron pipes), replacing roof timbers on Storer’s house and fitted
bedroom cupboards in staff residence at Emhlabeni.
2.8. A number of houses and other buildings have been painted either inside, outside, and / or the
roof (houses no 4, 5, 6, 9, 19, 22, 23, 24, the boys and girls volunteers cottages, Elangeni
Common Room, Messers Nxumalo, Chozas and Alexander’s houses, Art department exterior,
NT cottage bathrooms).
2.9. The downstairs admin offices have been renovated (Principal, PA to Principal, Deputy Principal,
Reception area and Reception office) as well as the Permits office.
2.10. Other projects include: cleaning up the stairwell entrance to Mr Storer’s office, converting an
old bathroom into an office for Lyla (part-time social worker), covering area outside music
store room, replacing the timber benches outside staff room and annex, custom made desk for
Librarian, new blinds in block A, block B and the Maths office, Emhlabeni entrance tiled and
painted, dry wall partitions built at Favela for internet connections for both boys and girls, two
medication dispensers installed at Esiveni and Ekukhuleni, serviced the dining hall doors,
continued repair / replacement of doors locks and broken windows constantly.
2.11. Installed hand sanitizers in the dining hall.
2.12. In the process of installing 4 water fountains for students, one of this year’s Phoenix fund
projects.
3.
Biodigestor: We are still experiencing issues with the Biodigestor. I have ordered repair kits from a
number of companies and they have still not arrived. I am following up on a weekly basis.
4.
Sewage Treatment: All blowers have been serviced by Kitwe. Both plants are working well. Wwe are
experimenting with a gray water Irrigation system, which so far appears to be working well.
Carbon neutrality project
5.
We continue with the roll out of solar geysers, it is going rather slowly due to the constant plumbing
emergencies.
6.
We are building up for January to start a new organized recycling system which will be user friendly
and effective.
House keeping
7.
House keeping continues to do an excellent job under the watchful eye of Maureen.
Health and safety
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

The health and safety committee continues to meet on a weekly basis. We have chosen health and
safety officers from the maintenance and house keeping departments which will improve working
conditions for our staff and stop accidents from happening. They will all be going for training shortly
with NOSA.
We have had two work related injuries. The first was a freak incident where the carpenters assistant
was carrying a kitchen sink and he dropped it and a jagged edge cut his thumb. He was treated with
two stitches and has fully recovered.
The second injury was more serious, one of our cleaning ladies fell down the stairs at the comserve
offices and broke her leg. She has had surgery and a plate fitted. She is doing well and continues to
go for physio.
Fire and Lightning:
11.1. We had a lightning strike in a student’s room at Elangeni which caused a fire and burnt out the
entire fire alarm system. It was very frightening for the students, they managed the situation
extremely well and put the fire out and evacuated the building. However they did struggle to
get out through the fire escape due to the recent rain causing one of the fire escape doors to
swell.
11.2. To avoid this in future we will inspect the fire escape doors on a more regular basis. We have
been through all hostels and all fire escape doors are working and all alarm systems are in
good working order. In the future we would like to change all fire escape doors to aluminium
and glass which will mitigate the above problems and allow a lot more light into the hostel
passages.
11.3. We are presently implementing a back up alarm system that cannot be damaged by lightening
so whatever the emergency an alarm can be sounded.
11.4. Our alarm technician has done a full audit now (additionally to his annual inspection) of the
school and has added extra fire extinguishers and more signage to make sure there is always
an escape route clearly visible and a means to extinguish a fire close at hand.
We have installed 4 speed bumps in order to slow traffic and will shortly install signs to warn drivers
of the speed limit and the dangers of people crossing. Our security staff is doing a good job of
warning road users to drive slowly and cautiously.
We will also be putting in a large speed hump and zebra crossing on the extrenal road at the drop off
point outside the school main gate so our students can cross the road safely. We have Council
permission to proceed.

Transport
14. Transport is continuing to operate well under the management of Mr Gama. We are planning on
numbering all the buses for ease of recognition in the near future.
15. We have also fixed and spray painted the open trailer.
16. The old tractor trailer unfortunately has broken down and needs a new axle. We have made a trailer
so we can continue with our work.
Security
17. The guards are doing very well and we have had no security issues.

Steve McGuire
Eco Estate Manager
02 November 2018
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Appendix G: UWC Organogram
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